Enhance your outdoor living space with
landscape kits from our Stone Oasis Collection.
See the legend below for the items used
in these options for your small to medium
backyard:
1 Access to your home can be done via barkman
8

Your
Garage

5

6

pavers with option to have a GFRC planter as an
accent. Including feature planting and Oasis Pillars
can frame your patios and walkways.

2 Oasis Curved Bar takes entertaining to a new level.

4

7

outdoor spot.

4 GFRC boulders can be used to emphasize the

5

natural look of your backyard.

1
4

3 Oasis Pub Table creates a pub setting with any

2

3

1

5 Oasis Pillars mark access points and corners. A path

transition is shown to connect the walkway to the patio.

6 Oasis Circle Firepit becomes the focal point for the

Oasis Circle Patio and Border.

Your Home

Your Home

option 2

option 1

7
7 Oasis Rectangular Patio and Border serve as the

foundation for a nice outdoor living room.

8 Have an Oasis Waterfall with tall grasses behind the
wall and between the pillars for a colour and texture
accent.

You can choose what’s best for your outdoor spaces from the following landscape kit components.
Each kit is built to match so you can build your projects all at once or add new features over time:

You can combine both options in a medium-sized
backyard by adding informal transitions using barkman
pavers.

Oasis Fireplace
Oasis Fireplace Wood Storage
Oasis Curved Bar
Oasis Grand Waterfall
Oasis Waterfall
Oasis Square Waterfall

For more details, go to barkmanconcrete.com or
contact the following numbers:
Steinbach
1-800-461-2278
Winnipeg
1-800-342-2879
Saskatoon
1-800-461-2278
Calgary
1-403-946-4630
Vancouver
1-778-689-7670

Oasis Rectangular Patio
Oasis Rectangular Border
Oasis Pillar
Oasis Glass Block Pillar
Oasis Circle Firepit
Oasis Square Firepit
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Oasis Circle Patio
Oasis Circle Border
Oasis Pub Table

Landscape Design Plan for Your Small to Medium Backyard

Enhance your outdoor living space with
landscape kits from our Stone Oasis Collection.
See the legend below for the items used in this
option for your large backyard:
11 Access to your home can be done via barkman pavers
9
8

as a deck, landing or grade, with option to include feature
planting and Oasis Pillars.

22 Oasis Rectangular Patio and Border provide a strong

foundation for your outdoor living room.

33 Plant tall grasses behind the wall and between the

7

pillars of your Oasis Waterfall for a colour and texture
accent.

10

44 Oasis Pillars and Oasis Glass Block Pillars have been

used throughout the landscape design to mark access
points and corners of patios.

4

55 Oasis Pub Table has been set on a crushed stone

surface with randomly inset unit pavers.

5

3

66 Consider adding interest on the horizontal surfaces in

your yard with paving, retaining walls and accent planting.

2
6

77 Your dining and entertainment area can consist of an

Oasis Curved Bar placed on an Oasis Rectangular Patio
and Border.

8 Create a backyard centerpiece with our easy-to-install
1

Oasis Fireplace with the addition of two Wood Storage
options, all placed on an Oasis Rectangular Patio.

9
1 Oasis Firepit becomes the focal point for the Oasis

Circle Patio and Border.

10
1

An informal transition from one area of the yard to
another was created by a randomly inset Stepping Stone
pathway. GFRC boulders with various sizes are shown
providing informal connections between patios and
enhancing plants and trees.

Planning what your needs are for your outdoor spaces is essential to create a place that you will
love. Use these tips and other helpful hints as you need them to create your backyard oasis.
Good luck!
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Landscape Design Plan for Your Large Backyard

